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Abstract 
Greenberg, P., Generators and relations in the classifying space for pl foliations, Topology and 
its Applications 48 (1992) 185-205. 
We give a recursive construction for the Haefliger classifying space for transversely piecewise 
linear foliations. The main idea is an ttale generalization of the notion of generators and relations. 
Explicit results are obtained in codimension 2. Applications to “scissors geometry” are presented. 
Kqvwords: pseudogroup, classifying space. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 58HO5, 55899. 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to give a recursive construction of the Haefiiger classifying 
space for transversely piecewise linear foliations of codimension greater than 1, up 
to weak homotopy type. The codimension 1 case is more or less dealt with in [6]. 
More specifically, let K be a subfield of R, and let G be a subgroup of GL+( n, K), 
the group of n by n matrices with entries in K and positive determinant. A piecewise 
(G, K) (or rGzK ) homeomorphism between open subsets of R” is a piecewise linear 
(pl) homeomorphism which, where linear, agrees with some element of the affine 
extension of G by K”, and whose singular set is contained in a set of hyperplanes 
whose defining equations have coefficients in K. A (transversely) rG*K foliation of 
a manifold M is described by an open covering { Ui} of M, submersions J; : U, + R”, 
and rG-K homeomorphisms g,- such that f; = g& on U, fl U,. 
There is a space BTG3K, the classifying space for rG,K foliations; a manifold M 
with a rG,K foliation enjoys a map to BTG3K, well defined up to homotopy. Thus, 
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the “characteristic classes for rG,K foliations” are pullbacks of elements of 
H*(BTG*K). As we illustrate in Section 4 of this paper (see also [4]) the spaces 
BTG3K are related to questions of “scissors geometry”. The classifying spaces for 
foliations also have to do with associated groups of homeomorphisms (see the 
remarks following Examples 1.1). For more information on classifying spaces for 
foliations, see for example [9]. 
The main result of this paper is Theorem 2.10, which describes BTGxK in terms 
of K( r, l)s, bundles over K( r, 1)s and simpler classifying spaces to which a related 
theorem (Theorem 2.13) applies. The recursive nature of the recipe makes explicit 
calculations tedious. In Section 3 we obtain, among others, the following results. 
1.1. Examples. (a) Let G = SL2Z, K =Q. Then BTG*K is weakly (homotopy) 
equivalent to a wedge S& v rS”, where Sk is a simply connected space with homology 
Z-Zk(Sh; Z) = Hk(S2; Z)@Q, k > 0, and rS3 is a pushout (double mapping cylinder) 
of 
LS’ t AS’ + s3. 
Here AS’ denotes the space of unbased maps from the circle to S3, the right-hand 
arrow is the evaluation map, and the left-hand arrow is the canonical map to the 
homotopy quotient LS3 = ES’ ~~1 AS3 of AS3 by the “reparametrization” circle 
action. 
(b) Let G = GL+(2, K), K a subfield of R. Then BTGsK is weakly equivalent to 
a pushout 
B-K)+ BA+ R/,. 
Here, A is the subgroup of upper triangular matrices in GL+(2, K), RA is a pushout 
BA+B(AxK+A)+BA 
r 
and GL+(2, K) is the universal cover of GL+(2, K), that is the pullback 
r r 
GL+(2, K) + GL+(2, W) 
1 J 
GL’(2, K) + GL’(2, R) 
Note. Above and throughout this paper, unless stated otherwise all groups are given 
the discrete topology; every BT is a K( n, 1). 
Work of Mather, Thurston, McDuff and Segal has established the connection 
between the classifying spaces for smooth foliations and groups of diffeomorphisms. 
Analogous results for pl foliations in codimension 1, are established in [3,6,7]. In 
codimension 2 the parallel conjectures are not hard to make; in higher codimensions, 
the distinctions between TOP, PL, and C” make the problem more subtle. 
In particular, for G & GL+(2, K) one can define a map BTG2K + BGL(2, R) (where 
GL(2, R) has the usual topology) whose homotopy fiber we call BrG,K. Let 
HomeoF” (R’) denote the group of compactly supported rG,K homeomorphisms 
of Iw’. There is a map ~Horneo~~(~~)~ fi2B~G,K, the adjoint of the map associated 
to the flat (w’ bundle on the former space. 
1.2. Conjecture. If C =GL’(2, K ), the above map induces an isomorphism in 
hom~log.~. 
In any case, an interesting project is the investigation of the above map, say, in 
the case of Examples I.1 (a). Also, after McDuff [II, 121 there are analogous 
conjectures for groups of PK homeomorphisms of compact surfaces. 
1.3. Idea of the construction. The thrust of our construction is to provide “generators 
and relations” for the topological groupoid rGqh’ whose classifying space is BT”“. 
Here, we briefly explain (i) how adding relations corresponds to gluing the classifying 
space of a groupoid to a K (7r, 1) and (ii) how the resulting pushout is a generalization 
of the Reeb foliation of S’. 
To begin, we require some language. The ~~e~d~gr~~p rCsK is the collection of 
all PK homeomorphisms between open subsets of IF; the said collection forms 
a pseudogroup because it is closed under inverse, restriction to open subsets, and, 
where defined, composition. A germ y :p + q, p, g E R” is an equivalence class of 
elements of PK whose domain contains p; two elements define the same germ if 
they are equal in a neighborhood of p. If g E rG,K, we write (g, p) for the germ of 
g at p. 
The collection of germs (called I’?’ ) is given the sheaf topology, so that the 
domain and range maps 
are locally homeomorphisms. The above diagram defines a t~~~l~gical groupoid, also 
denoted rG*K, associated to the pseudogroup rG-K. 
Another example of a topological groupoid is provided by the action of a group 
H on a space X. This groupoid, called H\X, has domain and range maps 
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A standard construction (we use the “thick” realization of Segal [16]) provides 
a geometrical realization ITI for a topological groupoid T. In the case of rG,K we 
have (by definition) BTG,K = IrG,k], whereas IH\Xl = EH x,X, the canonical X 
bundle over BH, the homotopy quotient of the action. 
The geometric realization of a pseudogroup can be defined directly, without 
passing to the associated topological groupoid; the two realizations are equivalent. 
The context of topological groupoids is very convenient for the constructions in the 
proofs of our results, so we will always work with the topological groupoid associated 
to a pseudogroup. 
We are now equipped to describe the “generators and relations” idea. To begin, 
note that any germ y :p + q in rG,K has a global extension 7: R” + R”, such that 
(7, p) = y and such that 7 sends rays at p linearly to rays at q. Let PO be the group 
of all such +, with p = q = 0. We think of P, as a set of generators of rG,K ; up to 
translation, any germ is the restriction of an element of PO. 
Relations are needed because it happens that (r, , p) = ( jz, p) in rG,K although 
y, # y2 in l? Thus, let r,, be the pseudogroup on [w” -{O}, whose elements are 
restrictions of elements of P,, to open sets. As a groupoid, r, is a quotient of 
P,\[w” - {0}, where we set ( y, , p) = ( y2, p) if the two germs are the same. Then the 
pushout of 
has the effect of gluing the relations in r, to the generators P,\Iw”. Notice as well 
that (1) is obtained from a diagram at the level of topological groupoids. 
Now consider the spaces in (1). The two on the left are a K( P,, 1) and an Iw” - (0) 
bundle over a K (P,, 1 ), respectively. Further, r, may be considered as a pseudogroup 
on the set S”-’ of rays at 0. Now this “piecewise projective” pseudogroup r,, is 
amenable to the same sort of analysis we’ve just carried out for rG7K, but r, is 
acting on a lower dimensional space. Thus, (1) describes the first step in a recursive 
process. 
Now we explain why the pushout of (1) should be regarded as a generalized 
Reeb foliation (2.18). We recall, to this end, a codimension 1 example. Let P, = ZOZ 
be the group of homeomorphisms g,, of [w, n, m E Z, of the form 
g,,,(x) = 1 2”x,, x20, 2”x, XGO, 
and, as above, let r, be the pseudogroup of restrictions of the g,, to open subsets 
of [w - (0). Consider, in analogy with (l), the diagram 
Now IPO\rWl is (homotopically) a torus, P,\R -{0} is two disjoint tori. The topological 
groupoid r, is the union of Z\(-00, 0) and Z\(O, co) and so Ir,l is two disjoint circles. 
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The pushout T2 + T2LI T2 + S’LIS’ is easily seen to be homotopically an S’. The 
Reeb foliation comes from considering the holonomy, for example, of the core 
torus, which is just that of the zero section in the flat bundle IP,,\rWl = EP, x,” R. 
1.4. Notation and tools. We will work, as is evident from the above discussion, with 
topological categories, that is, small categories whose sets of objects and morphisms 
have topologies, with continuous structure maps. An example is the “group action” 
category: if a group G acts on a space X, G\X denotes the topological category 
with space of objects X, morphisms G x X; the domain of (g, x) is x, and it’s range 
gx. The nerve of a topological category % is a simplicial space %*. We shall use 
the “thick” geometrical realization of a simplicial space defined by Segal [15-171; 
the realization of the nerve of a topological category % will be denoted simply I%?!. 
In particular, a pseudogroup r may be viewed as a topological category (see e.g. 
[9]) which will also be denoted lY Sometimes we will write Br, and sometimes Irl 
for the classifying space of I-. 
A diagram of spaces is a functor D from a small category to the category of 
spaces. We will always work with small categories which have no cycles, for example 
the category of subsets of (0, 1, . . . , n} and inclusions. The homotopy colimit of D 
is an iterated mapping cylinder, constructed as follows: The first stage is the disjoint 
union of the spaces in the diagram; in the second stage we glue in a mapping 
cylinder for each arrow in the diagram, then a “mapping triangle” for each composi- 
tion in the diagram, and so on. To avoid excess language, and since our underlying 
small categories will always be quite simple, we will not explicitly define a functor, 
and will rather simply describe the spaces and maps in the diagram. 
Last, we will often have occasion to use the Fubini theorem [ 181, which says that 
a bisimplicial space can be realized in any direction first. 
1.5. Organization. Section 2 of the paper states the main results, whose proofs are 
to be found in Section 5. Section 3 has the computations cited in the introduction, 
with some applications to “pl-geometry” in Section 4. 
2. Statement of theorems 
We begin with some notation about flags. 
2.1. Definition. Let K be a subfield of Iw. The solution set of j linearly independent 
linear equations, with coefficients in K, is called an afine (n -j) K-subspace (or 
(n -j)-plane for short). An index I = {i, <. . . < ik} is a strictly increasing sequence 
of integers, with i, 2 0, ik s n. We write dim I = ik. An affine I-K flag (Z-flag for 
short) is a strictly increasing family of affine subspaces F, c . . . c Fk with dim Fj = i,. 
The support IFI of F is the real subspace Fk OK R, and dim F = dim Fk. If Z, J are 
indices, we write I s J if I is a subset of J, and we write F s F’ if the index of F 
is a subset of the index of F’, and if for all i there is a j such that F, = F.:. Note 
that a point in K n is a O-flag. 
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Let G be a subgroup of the group of orientation preserving linear isomorphisms 
GL+( n, K) of K”. We write G,* for the affine extension of K * by G. 
2.2. Assumption. We will always consider pairs (G, K) such that Gaff acts transitively 
on the set of I-flags, for each index I. 
2.3. Definition. rG3K . IS the pseudogroup of orientation preserving homeomorphisms 
g : U + V between open subsets of R”, such that there is some locally finite set of 
K-hyperplanes {H,}, so that for each component C of u -UH,, there exists 
g, E Gaff such that gl, = g,. “Locally finite” means that a compact subset of U 
intersects a finite number of the H,. The set of points where g is not affine is the 
singular set sing(g) of g. Of course, sing(g) is not necessarily a union of hyperplanes. 
Our main theorem describes BTG,K up to weak homotopy type, in terms of better 
known pieces, which we now begin to describe. We fix a pair (G, K), and write r 
for rGTK. 
2.4. Canonical extensions. Let y E r, be a germ with source s E R”; extend y to a 
neighbourhood of s. The set sing(y) is contained in a union UH, of K-hyperplanes, 
which, restricting to a smaller neighborhood if necessary, we can take to be finite, 
and such that each H, contains s. Then the intersection singular set ning(y) is 
defined to be the intersection of the H,, and we define dim y = dim ning( y). Clearly, 
y has a unique extension 7 to all of R”, such that sing( 7) & l.JH,. This 7 is called 
the canonical extension of y. A global homeomorphism g:lR” +R” in r is called 
canonical if g = 7, for some germ y. We define ning(g) = ning( y), and dim g = 
dim y. If y is an affine germ, ning( y) = K “. If g E r, and s is in the domain of g, 
let g, denote the germ of g at s. The following remark will be useful later. 
2.5. Lemma. If g is canonical and s E R”, then dim g s dim g,V. Equality holds if and 
only ifs E ning(g), in which case g = &. 
2.6. Definition. For each index I, we define a topological category 3,. The space 
of objects of 3, is a disjoint union IIlR;, with one copy of R” for each I-flag F. 
The space of morphisms is a disjoint union IIRk,,K, with one copy of R” for each 
pair F, g, where F is an Z-flag, and g is a canonical element of r such that ning(g) 
contains IFI. The domain, range, and identity maps of 3, are given by d( uF,n) = 
UF, r(u~,,) = (gn)gF, id(uF) = oF,id. 
2.7. Definition. Let I be an index with dim Z < n. Then S,* is the full subcategory 
of &, with space of objects LIR;-IFI. 
2.8. Definition. Let I be an index. We define a topological category r,. The space 
of objects of r, is the space of objects of &*. The space of morphisms of r, is a 
quotient of the space of morphisms of &+. We identify u~,~ with u~,~, if gF = g’F, 
and if g z g’ in a neighborhood of u. The space of morphisms of Z, is thus a 
non-Hausdorff n-manifold. 
2.9. A diagram. If I c J, there are obvious forgetful functors & +$,, &* es,*, 
and Z, + Z,. Also, there are inclusion and forgetful functors $,*-+$,,S,*+ Z,. 
Schematically, we have 
(here dim K = n, so SK” doesn’t exist, but n G K). 
Let D be the homotopy colimit of the diagram of spaces IS,I, I$,*l, and IZ,l with 
maps the geometric realizations of the functors defined in 2.9. Each of the categories 
$1, SPY Z, has an obvious functor to ZG,K, consistent with the diagram (3) so we 
have a map F: D+ITG3KI. 
2.10. Theorem. F: D + IrG,K I is a weak equivalence. 
This will be proved in Section 5. Let us now consider the pieces of diagram (3). 
2.11. The S categories. Fix, once and for all, a base flag F, (0) c F, G . . . c F, = K n 
with index 0 < 1~ ’ . . < n. Then for any index I, restriction gives a standard Z-flag 
F(Z). Let SfiII),SF(I,a be the full subcategories of &, 3,’ on objects R’&,, and 
R;(I) - IF( Z)I respectively. Let P, be the group of canonical elements g of ZG,K, 
such that I F(Z)1 G ning(g), and so that gF(Z) = F(Z). Then SF(,) is identified with 
the “group action category” P,\lR”,, ,), and likewise $,,,,* with the category 
P,\RP,,, -IF(Z Now, the inclusions &(,)-+s, andS,,,,*+S,* induce homotopy 
equivalences of classifying spaces. Thus we see that 13, I is a K (P,, l), and that I$,*1 
is a (wn _ Rdim 1 bundle over a K(P,, 1). 
Next, we will state a theorem like Theorem 2.10, which applies to the Z,. 
2.12. Definition. An extension of an index Z is an index J such that Z G J and such 
that if j E J - Z, then j > dim I. If J is an extension of Z, &, is the full subcategory 
of & with objects RF-- Fk (here, F is a J-flag F, s. . + G Fk s. . . s F,,,, and the 
length of Z is k). 
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There are forgetful functors &, +SK,, if K G J, and inclusions 8,. +S,,,. 
Schematically, we have a diagram 
(dim K = n, so there is no SK*; “In” is the index i, <. . . < ik < n). 
Let D, be the homotopy colimit of the diagram of spaces and functors described 
above, and pictured schematically in (4). Each of the categories &,, SJ* and rJ 
has an obvious functor to r,, inducing a map F, : D, + IT,\. 
2.13. Theorem. F, is a weak equivalence. 
This will be proved in Section 5. Note that if 4 denotes the empty flag, then 
r GXK = r,, and Theorem 2.13 is a generalization of Theorem 2.10. 
Note that in the diagram (4), the indices J which occur have dim J> dim I. As 
we will see below (Corollary 2.17) the Ir,l with dim J = n - 1, are K(T, 1)s. In this 
(admittedly weak) sense, we can eventually construct IrG,KI from K(r, 1)s and 
sphere bundles over K ( T, 1)s. 
2.14. On the r,. We will now show that if dim I = dim I’ then the spaces Ir, 1 and 
Ir,,l are not too different. Recall (2.12) the standard flags F(I). For an index 1, let 
F,(,, be the full subcategory of r, on objects R”,,,,-IF(I Clearly, the inclusion 
r Fc,J + r, is a homotopy equivalence. Let G, be the subgroup of K-affine transforma- 
tions of 1 F(I)1 which sends the flag to itself, e.g. gFj = F, for g E G,, F, E F(I), and 
recall that G,\* denotes the category of the group G, acting on a point. “Restriction” 
gives a functor r,,,, + G,\*, whose homotopy fiber we now describe. It will only 
depend on dim I. 
2.15. Definition. Let 0 sj s n - 1. Let SPj be the subcategory of SFV) (here “j” means 
the singleton index j) with space of morphisms LI(w;(j),g, the disjoint union over 
only those g which fix I F( j)l pointwise. Let SPj* be the full subcategory of SPj with 
space of objects Iw;,;, -I F( j)l, and let r,,j be the subcategory of TF-cj, whose 
morphisms are restrictions of morphisms of &. Since the morphisms of rP dim, 
are just those sent to the identity, one can show: 
2.16. Proposition. IT,, dim , j is the homotopyJiber ofthe map IrFC,~I+lGI\*I. 
2.17. Corollary. IrFcIJI is the pullback: 
Ir,,,,i - IFFcdim ,)I 
1 4 
ICI\*1 + IGdirn ,\*I 
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Now, suppose that dim Z = n - 1. Then the elements of P, are singular only in 
IF(Z)]. Further, [w;,,, - 1 F( Z)l has two components. Let K, be the subgroup of P, 
that takes each component to itself; we have K, + P, *z/2. Then IZ,l and l&,,)*I 
are K(K,, 1)s and I&(,II is a K(P,, 1). 
We will now present a version (Proposition 2.19) of Theorem 2.10 which looks 
like the one-dimensional result of [6], and which will be useful for the calculations 
in Section 3. 
2.18. Generalized Reeb foliations. By the Reeb foliation R, we mean the pushout 
If Z s J, the forgetful functors yield a map R, + R,. Let % be the hocolim of the 
diagram with spaces the R,, and morphisms the maps induced by the forgetful 
functors. Let 9 be the hocolim of the diagram of all [$,I, with dim Z = n. Each such 
2, has a forgetful functor to & (where “n” denotes the singleton index), so we 
have a map S + I&I. If dim Z = n, then Z is an index i, <. . . < ik < n; let I’ be the 
index i, <. . . < iL. Then the forgetful functors S, -S,. induce a map Y+ 3. 
2.19. Proposition. There is a weak equivalence from the pushout 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.13 and the Fubini theorem. 0 
Let us consider the R,. We will prove a proposition for the R, analogous to that 
for the Z, proved in Corollary 2.17. 
Let RF(,) be the pushout 
ISFCI,lC ISF~I~*I’l~FuJ (5) 
and note that the inclusion R Fc,j + R, is a weak equivalence. Let R,, for 0 s j < n - 1, 
be the pushout 
ISpjl + ISpj*I + Irp,l. (6) 
The pteces which make up R,(,, in (5) all have functors to G, \* (recall Definition 
2.15 for the definition of G,), and thus there is a map RF(,)+ JG,\*l. 
2.20. Proposition. R, dim , + R Ft,j + IG,\*l is a homotopyjibration. 
Proof. That the pushout of homotopy fibres is the homotopy fiber of the pushout 
is straightforward and implies the conclusion. 0 
2.21. Corollary. There is a pullback diagram 
R F(,I --$ R F(dtm I) 
1 1 
IG\*l- lGdim ,\*I 
Here, “dim I” denotes a singleton index. 
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2.22. Theorems of McDuff and their application. In this section, we will exploit the 
fact that the r, is a sort of pseudogroup (a geo, see Definition 2.23) on a sphere 
of dimension n -dim I - 1, and that P, is the “group of homeomorphisms” of the 
sphere associated to the geo. This notion will be coupled with theorems of McDuff 
(as extended by Ghys and Sergiescu [3]) to find the explicit representations of the 
two-dimensional examples cited in the introduction. 
2.23. Definition [6]. A groupoid ttale over its objects (geo) is a topological groupoid 
whose identity, range, and domain maps are all ttale, e.g. locally homeomorphisms. 
Let Snedim r-l be the space of half (dim Z + 1)-planes with boundary IF(Z Note 
that the group P, acts on this space, but that there may exist g E P,, g # id, whose 
action on this space is by the identity. We define a geo FFC,) on Snmdim ‘-’ as follows. 
LetS.,,,e be the group action category P, \Snmdim ‘-I, and let s FC,j be the category 
P,\*. The space of morphisms of fFC,) is a quotient of the space of morphisms 
PI x Snedim I-’ of the category 5 FC,I*. Namely, we identify (g, s) - (g’, s) if and only 
if g = g’ in a neighborhood of s - 1 F( Z)I, thought of as a subset of [w”. 
The map (induced by inclusion) R” - IF(Z)1 + Yedim ‘-’ extends to functors 
. 
* * 
r F(l)Pr F(I),SF(I)“‘S FC,I*, and we have as well &~,~+~F~,~. All three of these 
functors induce homotopy equivalences of geometric realizations. Thus, defining 
I? FC,I to be the pushout 
(7) 
we have a weak equivalence R,(, j + J?F-C,j. 
In [ll, 121, McDuff relates groups of homeomorphisms and diffeomorphisms to 
spaces of sections. In the one-dimensional case, these results were generalized and 
put into a convenient form by Ghys and Sergiescu [3]. Here, we present a formulation 
which will be useful. 
2.24. Definition. Let r be a geo over S’. We say that r is germ connected to the 
identity if given g E r, with domain x, and E > 0, there exists a section of the domain 
map s : U + r, , where U is a neighborhood of x, and a y E U, with dist(x, y) < E, 
such that s(x) = g, s(y) = id. 
2.25. Theorem (see [3, Section 21). Let r be a geo on S’, germ connected to the 
identity. Let T(S’) be the group of r homeomorphisms of S’, that is the group of 
sections s : S’ -+ r, of the domain map, such that rs is a degree 1 homeomorphism of 
S’. Then there are maps 
m-p*) + mr, Ir(s’)\s’l+ mr 
which induce isomorphisms in homology. Here if X is a space, AX is the space of 
unbased maps of a circle to X, and LX is the homotopy quotient ES02 xsoz AX. 
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2.26. Corollary. Suppose that I is an index, that dim I = n - 2, and that the geo fFC,, 
on S’ is germ connected to the identity. Then R,(,, is weakly equivalent to the pushout 
Ll&,I ‘+ Al&,jl+ ILI~I. (8) 
Proof. The maps in Theorem 2.25 are consistent with the obvious projection AX + 
LX (see [3]), so we have a map from R,(,, to the pushout (8) which is an isomorphism 
in homology. It is easy to prove that since FF(,) is germ connected to the identity, 
I?F(,,I is simply connected, and consequently the pushout of (8) is simply connected. 
By the Whitehead theorem, we’re done. 0 
The pushout of (8) is called r/f F(,jI in the introduction. We will use Corollary 
2.26 in Section 3, for some explicit calculations. 
3. Examples 
We will make the following computations. 
3.1. Theorem. Let K be a subfield of [w. Then there is a weak equivalence R,,+ 
BrGL+‘n,K),K where R0 is the generalized Reeb foliation dejned in 2.18 (here, 0 denotes 
the singleton index). 
Let X be a space. Then rX denotes the pushout LX+-AX+X. Here AX is the 
space of unbased maps from the circle to X, and the map from AX to X is evaluation 
at the basepoint of the circle, and LX is the homotopy quotient ES02 x so* AX. 
Thus there is a cofibration X + rX + TX, where TX is the Thorn space of the disk 
bundle associated to the canonical circle bundle over LX. 
3.2. Theorem. (a) BTsL’2,z’,Q is weakly equivalent to a wedge S&v rS’, where S& is 
a simply connected space with H2 = Q, and Hk = 0, for k > 2. 
(b) There is a cofibration 
r{(Bm))+}+ Y+ BSL(2, K),,/BSL(2, K) 
where Y is weakly equivalent to BTSL’2,K),K. Here SL(2,) is the “universal cover” 
of SL(2, K), that is, the pullback 
SL(2,)+SL(2,1W) 
1 1 
SL(2, K) -+ SL(2, Iw) 
and “+” denotes the plus construction of Quillen [I]. The cofibre is the cofibre of the 
inclusions BSL(2, K) + BSL(2, K),,. 
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J 
(~1 Br GLt(2,K),K is weakly equivalent to rX, where X is a pushout BGL+(2, K) + 
BA -+ RA. Here A is the subgroup of GL+(2, K) consisting of matrices of the form 
M= 
with a, d > 0. Define a homomorphisms F : A+ K+ by f(M) = a. Then RA is the 
pushout BA+ B(A x K+ A) + BA, the two arrows being left and right projection. BA 
maps to B(A xK+ A) via the diagonal. 
We will use Proposition 2.19 of the main Theorem 2.10. The following version 
of the Center Kills Lemma of Sah [14] will be useful. 
3.3. lemma. Let X be a pointed, connected space, and M a n,(X)-module. Suppose 
that z is an element of the center of n,(X), such that z -id : M + M is an isomorphism. 
Then H,(X; M) =O. 
Proof. Since z is in the center, z: M + M, taking m to zm, is an isomorphism of 
v,(X)-modules, and one sees that the induced isomorphism z*: H,(X; M)+ 
H,(X; M) is in fact the identity. Since z-id is an isomorphism, so is 0 = (z-id),, 
so that the group H,(X; M) must be 0. 0 
Note the important special case in which X is a K(n, 1). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since both spaces are simply connected, it suffices to show 
that the inclusion of R0 into the space D induces an isomorphism in homology. 
Consider the pushout 
ISnI+Y+~ (9) 
of Proposition 2.19, which is weakly equivalent to BT. We will first show that the 
inclusion of ?i?. into the pushout of (9) induces an isomorphism in homology. 
We begin with a lemma. 
3.4. Lemma. Let I = {i, <. . . < i&} be an index, with i, > 0, and let J be the index 
{O=i,<i,<.. -<ik}. Then IS,l+lS,l d in uces an isomorphism in homology. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the inclusion of groups P, + P, (recall 2.12) induces 
an isomorphism in homology. We have an exact sequence K ‘I+ P, -+ P,. In PJ there 
are diagonal matrices, elements therefore of the center of P,, which act on H,( K il) 
by multiplication by some constant, not equal to 1 or 0. Therefore, by the Center 
Kills Lemma 3.3, H,(P,; H4( K’I)) = 0, for q > 0. Thus, considering the Leray-Serre 
spectral sequence of the exact sequence, we see that P, + P, induces an isomorphism 
in homology. 0 
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We now consider certain subspaces of 9. Let Y,, YO,, respectively be the realiz- 
ations of the diagrams of the I&I such that i, > 0, respectively i, = 0. Then Y is the 
pushout 
where On is the index 0 < n. By Lemma 3.4, the inclusion I&,, + Y induces an 
isomorphism in homology. By the same reasoning as in Lemma 3.4, I&&,, + l&j 
induces an isomorphism in homology. Thus, the inclusion of % into the pushout 
(9) induces an isomorphism in homology. 
We must therefore prove that the inclusion %!,,+ 6?? induces an isomorphism in 
homology. As in the reasoning after Lemma 3.4, % is weakly equivalent to a pushout 
where 6?&,. (respectively PXil,) is the subspace of 3 which is the homotopy colimit 
of the diagram consisting of the R, such that i, = 0 (respectively, such that i, > 0). 
Thus Theorem 3.1 follows from the following lemma: 
3.5. Lemma. Let I = {i, < . . . < ik} be an index, i, > 0, and set J = 
{O=i,<i,<. . . < ik}. Then RJ + R, induces an isomorphism in homology. 
Proof. We see from Lemma 3.4 that I& + I&I, and similarly I& + I$,*1 induce 
isomorphisms in homology. It thus suffices to prove that Ir,l+ Ir,l induces an 
isomorphism in homology. Recalling the geos of Definition 2.23, we will prove that 
If.F(JII + IfFc,)I induces an isomorphism in homology. 
Recall the pullback diagram 
lL,l + IL,I 
L 1 (10) 
lG~\*l + IG\*l 
On the level of groups, we have an exact sequence K’l+ Gl + G,, and, although 
there is no functor rF(,) + rFcJj over the homomorphism in the other direction 
G, + G,, there is such a functor fF(,) + flF(Jj (this is one important reason for 
considering the geos). One sees that there is a pullback diagram 
IL,l - lLJ,l 
1 1 (11) 
IG,\*l-+ lG,\*l 
and hence that IK il\*I is the homotopy fiber of the top row of (11). Considering 
the Serre spectral sequence, it suffices to show that H.+(JI=Fc,,l; H,K’l) = 0, for 9 > 0. 
Let z E n,lf.F(J1l be the representative of an n x n matrix with 2s on the diagonal. 
Then z is the center, because it commutes with all germs in the pseudogroup. Further, 
the action of z on H,( K ‘1) is by multiplication by 2y. 
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The Center Kills Lemma 3.3 then applies, proving that the groups 
H*(Jp’FcJJ; H,K’l) are 0, q > 0. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. (c) To prove (c), we must show that R0 is weakly equivalent 
to rX, where X is the space described in the statement. By the discussion in 2.26 
and below, we must prove that X is weakly equivalent to IT,], or, rather, to the 
classifying space of the geo fFcO,. M 
The geo rFcO) can be considered, via the universal cover, as a geo on R, and as 
such is an extension with isolated singularities (see [6,2.2]) of the geo of the action 
of the group GL(2, K) on R = s”‘. The groups A and A x K + A are the groups of 
germs associated to the geos GL(2, K)\* and FF(Oj, and [6, 1.81 applies to supply 
the weak homotopy type of ]p,(,,], in the form X. 
(a) and (b) Proposition 2.19 asserts that there is a weak equivalence from the 
pushout 
IS21 
t 
llS12l~lS~~,2/‘IS02lI (12) 
4 
lR,+R,,+R,I 
to BTG,K (here (G, K) is (SL(2, Z), Q) or (SL(2, K), K)). We’ll analyse the various 
parts of diagram (12). 
3.6. Lemma. 27~ inclusion of I& in the pushout ll&zl+- I&,2/+ l&zll induces an 
isomorphism in homology. 
Proof. It suffices to show that l$O,z]+ /$12/ . d m uces an isomorphism in homology, 
by the Mayer-Vietoris sequence. This map is equivalent to the map K( r, 1) + 
K (T?, l), where r is the subgroup of upper triangular matrices in G, and z-’ is the 
affine extension K + r’-+ r, where K = {(x, 0)} G K2. To show that rr’+ rr induces 
an isomorphism in homology, it suffices, considering the Leray-Serre spectral 
sequence, to prove that FI,(r; H,K) = 0, for q 2 1. 
In the case (G, K) = (SL(2, Z), Q), H,Q = 0 for q 3 2. Further, -id E SL(2, Z) acts 
by multiplication by -1 on H,Q = Q, so by the Center Kills Lemma, H,,( r, H,Q) = 0. 
In the case (G, K) = (SL(2, K), K), TT consists of matrices 
Thus we have homomorphisms “a” from r to K” and from r’ to K”, with kernels 
K and K2 respectively. Using Lemma 3.3 it is easy to show that they are isomorphisms 
in homology. 0 
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To continue the examination of (12), let us consider ].Sozl + I&/, that is, K( G, 1) + 
K ( Gati, 1). For the future application of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to (12), note 
that G + Gafi induces an injection in homology, because of the splitting retraction 
K2+ G,#+ G. 
3.7. Lemma. For (G, K) = (SL(2, Z), Q), 
H,( G,,) = 
H,(G), * # 2, 
H,(G)@Q, *=2. 
Proof. We consider the Leray-Serre spectral sequence for the extension Q* + G;,@+ 
G. Now H,Q* = Q2, and H&l* = Q, and HkQD2 = 0, for k 3 3, so using the isomorphism 
of SL(2, Z) with the amalgamated product Z, *zz Z,, one computes 
H,,(SL(2, H); H@) = 
cl, q=2,p=o, 
o 
> else, q>O, 
whence the result. Of course, the Q may be interpreted as the invariant area form, 
coming as it does from H,,(SL(2, Z); A%). 0 
We now turn our attention to the R,. 
3.8. Lemma. R,, + R, induces an isomorphism in homology. 
Assuming the proof of Lemma 3.8 for the moment, we conclude the proof of 
Theorem 3.2(a), (b). By Lemma 3.8, we have cofibration (up to weak equivalence) 
Ro+ BTGxK + IS21/l&,21. By the discussion in Definition 2.24, R, is weakly equivalent 
to r]r,l. Now in [7,2.3] and [8] respectively, we determined that IT,,/-S’ for 
(G, K) = (SL(2, Z), Q), and that IT01 = (B-K))+ for (G, K) = (SL(2, K), K). 
Thus, Theorem 3.2(b) follows immediately, and we attend to Theorem 3.2(a). In 
this case, Lemma 3.7 identifies ]$21/l&21 as an Sk, and thinking of the latter space 
as an infinite telescope, it is not hard to build a splitting map Sh+ BTsL’23”‘3”. 
We now proceed with the proof of Lemma 3.8. First, consider the case (G, K) = 
(SL(2, K), K). We show that l&X + IS,l, I&,,*l+ IS,J, and IT,,1 + lr,j induce 
isomorphisms in homology. Indeed, all spaces involved are K(n, 1)s to which the 
Center Kills Lemma may be applied. 
Thus, ISo,] is a K(r, l), where rr is a semidirect product of K” with K’, where 
the action of an a E K” on K2 is by multiplication if a > 0, and is by multiplication 
and exchanging factors if a < 0. The fundamental group of /$,I is an extension of 
n by K. It is a straightforward application of the Center Kills Lemma that the 
homomorphisms of both groups to K” are isomorphisms in homology. The other 
two cases are similarly straightforward. 
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The case (G, K) = (SL(2, Z), Q) is more delicate, because the maps l&,1 + I$,l, 
etc. do not induce isomorphisms in homology. However, all three maps induce 
injections in homology, because of easily constructed retractions, and the simplicity 
of the situation allows one to calculate the homology of the cofibres. One obtains: 
Q k = 1,3, 
&(cof{l&,,l+ IS,*]]) = Q2, k = 2, 
0, else, 
Further, the maps between these cofibres are such that their pushout is acyclic, so 
that R,, + R, is an isomorphism in homology (we leave the details for the reader). 
4. Homology of pl curves 
In this section we restrict ourselves to R2, and make some remarks on certain 
algebraic invariants of the rG,K geometry, the groups H,(TG,K; H,MK) (see 
Definition 4.2). This approach, and the definitions which appear below, was 
described in [4]. With the calculations of Section 3, it is now possible to make rather 
explicit calculations (see (14)) of these groups. 
4.1. Definition. A K-p1 embeddingf: (a, 6) + LF%* of an interval (a, b) is a one-to-one 
pl map, with a locally finite set of singularities, such that whenf’(x) is not defined, 
f(x) E K2. Thejinal oriented K-p1 curve MK is MK =LI(a, b),f/*, where the union 
is over all K-p1 embeddings, and if x E (a, 6),, and y E (c, d), we set x-y if and 
only if there exist neighborhoods U of x in (a, b), and V of y in (c, d), and an 
orientation preserving pl homeomorphism h : U + V such that fl U = gob. MK is a 
one-dimensional oriented non-Hausdorff manifold, with a canonical pl immersion 
i:MK+[w2. If g: U + V is an element of rG,K, let i*g: i-‘U -f iC’V denote the 
resulting pl homeomorphism between the open sets in M,. The collection of such 
i*g gives us a groupoid &ale over its objects (geo) called rG*K \ MK with objects 
MK. The map i induces a functor, also called i, from rG,K \ MK to rG,K. If a E H, MK 
(singular homology) and U E [w’, we say that a has support in U, supp(a) s U, if 
a can be represented by a sum of simplices whose images under i are in U. 
4.2. Definition. The groups H,(TG2K; H, M, ). These are the homology groups of 
the complex C.+(TG,K; H,MK), where CP(TG,K; H,M,) is the free Abelian group 
on generators (g,, . . . , g,, a), where gi : U,-, + Ui, U, G iw* contractible and open, 
are elements of rCi,K, and a E H,MK with support in U,. In particular, 
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H,( rG,K ; H, MK) is the quotient of H, MK by the subgroup generated by the a - g,a, 
where g : U + V, g E rG3K, U contractible, and supp(a) s U. 
4.3. Proposition. There is a long exact sequence 
. . . -+ HPITG,K\MKI+ HPITG+ HP_,(T”3K; H,MK)-+. . s 
+ H,( rG,K ; H,MK)+ H,IrG,K \M,I+ H,ITG+O 
Proof. There is a spectral sequence [4,3.3,5] which abuts to H,ITG3K \MK 1, and 
with Ez4 = H,,(rG3K ; HyMK ). For q 3 2, these groups are 0, for q = 0 these groups 
are identified with HPITG3K I. 
Thus, to understand the groups H*(TG,K ; H, MK), we will study the geos 
rGVK \ MK. We will prove the following. 
4.4. Theorem. ITG3K\MKI IS weakly equivalent to a pushout Brr + BH” + R. Here, 
H” is the (discrete) subgroup of G x G consisting of pairs of matrices 
(,” i), (f i:), a,d,d’>O. (13) 
The discrete group rr is the semidirect product of H” with K, where H” acts by 
multiplication by the “a” in the matrices (13). R is a pushout BH” + BH + BH”, 
where H fits in an exact sequence 
I= F(O)c x &.(“jC +H+H”xH” 
where if (G, K) = (SL(2,Z), Q), (SL(2, K), K) or (GL(2, K), K) there is a 
homology equivalence Bf’,,,,,. + RBf,,,, . Here fFcO) is the “piecewise projective” 
geo defined after Definition 2.23, and f’F(OJc is the group of compactly supported 
&IX homeomorphisms of an open interval. 
4.5. Example. (G, K) = (SL(2, Z), Q). Then Ir G,K \ MK ( is weakly equivalent to a 
pushout 
BQx T2t T2+R 
where T2 is a 2-torus, and R is a pushout T2 + 0S3 x flS3 x T2 x T2 + T2, the two 
maps being projections on the two T2 factors (see [7]). The map T2+ R is by the 
diagonal. Combining this with Example 1.1 and the exact sequence in Proposition 
4.3, we calculate 
H,(l-SL’2*“‘3”; H,M,) =Z@Q@Q. (14) 
The Z is a “winding number” as in [4,2.4]. The first Q factor comes from the 
invariant area. The second Q factor reflects the existence of an invariant length 
function in this geometry. Namely, if I is a line segment from (a, b) to (c, d) in Q2, 
there is some element of SL(2, Z),, which takes 1 to a segment from (0,O) to (L, 0). 
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This L is the length of the segment. The length of a pl curve is the sum of the 
lengths of its segments. It is not hard to see that this length is invariant. Needless 
to say, the inf of the lengths of Q-p1 curves between two points is zero. We hope 
to return to a more detailed study of this example elsewhere. 
We return to the general situation, and prepare to prove Theorem 4.4. 
4.6. The geos rGTK \MK . C onsider the real line Iw oriented from left to right, as a 
submanifold of MK. The set of rG,K translates of open subsets of Iw generates the 
topology of MK. Therefore, setting Tin to be the full subcategory of rG3K\M, on 
objects Iw the inclusion functor induces an equivalence of classifying spaces. We 
will use the techniques of [6] to study I&I. First, let us recall a definition from [6]. 
4.7. Definition. Let r” c r be geos on Iw. Then r” c r is an extension with isolated 
singularities in the orbit of 0 provided 
(i) {Rg(O): g E ry, Dg = 0) = {Rg(O): g E r,, Dg = 0}, where 0, R denote the 
domain and range maps, 
(ii) if U is an open subset of [w and g: U + r, is a section of the domain map, 
then there is a locally finite subset S of U n {Rg(O): g E r,, Dg = 0) such that 
g(u-s)ey. 
In our case, let I’” be the geo of orientation preserving affine homeomorphisms 
g : U + V between open subsets of [w with germs of extensions to elements g : fi + Q 
of rG,K, such that for all TV U, if g, denotes the germ of the extension at t, then 
dim g, 2 1. Then Tin is an extension of r“ with isolated extensions in the orbit (that 
is, K) of 0. Further, germs in T]n have a “left” and a “right” restriction to a germ 
in r”, so we can apply [6, 1.81: 
4.8. Proposition. Let H (respectively H”) be the group of germs of & (respectively 
P) at 0. Then there is a weak equivalence from I& to the pushout Iral t BH” + R 
where R is the pushout BH” * BH + BH”. The two maps in R are “restriction to the 
left (right)“, and the map BH” + R is via the inclusion of H” in H. 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 4.4 is complete when we identify the various com- 
ponents of the pushouts in Proposition 4.8. Let us begin with r”. 
The group of germs H” can clearly be identified with the group of pairs of matrices 
as in (13), where the first matrix is the restriction of the germ to the upper half 
plane, and the second to the lower half plane. Further, ITo1 is a K(T, l), where rr 
is a semidirect product of H” with K, the action of H” on K by multiplication by 
the “a” element in the matrices (13). 
Last, let us consider the group of germs H. Restriction to a neighborhood of the 
line to the left and right of 0 gives homomorphisms 1, r : H -+ H”. Let us consider 
an element g in the kernel of 1 x r. We write g,, g, for g restricted to the upper and 
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lower half plane, respectively. Let I, (respectively Id) be the set of rays in S’ = {rays 
from the origin} which point into the upper half plane (respectively lower half 
plane). Then we can view g, as a section of the domain map g, : Z,, + (fF,,,), , where 
C,,, is the piecewise projective geo described in Definition 2.15. Likewise, g, is a 
section over Z,. That is, g, (respectively gd) is an element of the group ?,,,,,,.(I,) 
of compactly supported sections. That is, we have an exact sequence 
f FUXr( 1,) x f F(OJJld) + H + H” x H”. (15) 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 concludes from the observation that for the (G, K) 
cited, the geo FFCO) is germ connected to the identity, so by the theorem of Mather 
[lo], generalized in [8] copying the proof of Segal [17], there is a homology 
equivalence BPFCOJr. + 0EF’,,,, . 
5. Proof of Theorems 2.10 and 2.13 
The proofs of the theorems follow the same line as the proof of the main theorem 
in [6]. The proof of Theorem 2.13 is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 2.10, 
so we will discuss Theorem 2.10 in detail and then indicate the changes necessary 
for the proof of Theorem 2.13. 
We first reduce Theorem 2.10 to proving (Proposition 5.1) that a certain discrete 
category has contractible realization, as follows. Recall, from Section 2, that D is 
the homotopy colimit of the diagram of geometric realizations of the categories &, 
_,*, and r,, and we have a map F: D + BT s G3K induced by functors from the above 
categories to r(i,K; we wish to prove that F is a weak homotopy equivalence. Set 
D, to be the homotopy colimit of the diagram, schematically represented below, 
of the spaces of m-simplices of the simplicial 
&)m+(&),*(S,)m +(&)“I 
f t 
(S,*)fn+(S,*)m (3,) 
1 J 
(C)t?+ (r, )/?I 
spaces which are the nerves of the categories whose realizations make up D. There 
are maps F,,, : D, + (TG2K),, and by Fubini’s theorem it suffices to show that each 
F, is a weak homotopy equivalence. Now, the maps from (&)m, (&+)m, and (r,), 
are all clearly Ctale, and the maps in the diagram (3,) are embeddings over ( rG*K ), . 
Thus, by A.5 of Segal’s [15], it suffices to prove: 
5.1. Proposition. F, is onto, and has contractible jibers. 
Proof. From the discussion in the introduction, it is clear that F,,, is onto. We now 
show that for all y E l-z”, F,‘(y) is contractible. Now F,‘(y) is the geometric 
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realization of a discrete category F(y) whose objects are the inverse images of y 
in the spaces in diagram (3,), and with morphisms the arrows in (3,). Let AY 
(respectively BY, Cy) be the full subcategory of F(y) whose objects are in 
(S,),,, ((&*)m, (r,), respectively). Since the maps in F(y) which are not in one of 
the categories A”, BY, or Cy originate in BY and terminate in either A” or 
CY, F,‘(Y) = IF(r)1 is equivalent to the pushout 
IA” + [BYI + ICyI (16) 
by the Fubini theorem. We now analyze A “, BY, and C’. Recalling that y E (rG*“)m, 
write y=(ym,. . ., y,), with y,~(r~,~),, and source( 7,) = target(yi_,). Set si = 
SOUrCe( n) = yi_1”’ ’ ‘“YI(SI). 
The objects of AY are pairs (g, F), where g = (g,, . . . , gr), with gi canonical, and 
so that y is the germ of g at s,, and IFI G ning(g,). We will write F, = F, F, =: 
g,-lO. * -g,(F). There is a unique morphism (g, F) + (g’, F’) in AY if and only if 
g = g’, and I(F’) E I(F). Therefore, if A,’ is the full subcategory of AY with objects 
(g, F), then lAYI = LIlAil. Further, Ai is isomorphic to the category of flags whose 
support is contained in ning(g,). 
Since the germ of g at s, is y, we have that Fi E r)ing(g,) G ning( yi) for each i, 
that dim gi s dim y,, and further that 
F, = $,- . +,(F). (17) 
Now, BY is the full subcategory of AY, with objects (g, F), such that si E IFiI for 
all i. Thus if I?,’ is the full subcategory of BY with objects (g, F), then lBYl = UlB,YI. 
If dim gi <dim yi, then s, pf l&‘i( since F, G ning(g,). And by (17), si E F, for all i if 
for some i, si E Fi. This proves part (a) of: 
5.2. Lemma. (a) If for some i, dim g, < dim yZ, then B,‘+ A,’ is an isomorphism. 
(b) Zf dim gi = dim yi for all i, then g, = y, for all i (we write g = T). 
Part (b) follows immediately from Lemma 2.5. 
Lastly, we remark that Cy can be identified with the category of flags F, with 
si klF,l G ning(y,), and that BT+ Cy is an isomorphism. 
To complete the proof of Proposition 5.1, we show that the pushout (16), which 
we now write as 
LIlA,‘I + LIlB;l--, jCyl (18) 
is contractible. If dim y = 0, then Bi and Cy are empty, and lAYl = lA$ is a single 
point. Suppose dim y > 0. Using Lemma 5.2(a), we first retract IA,‘1 + lBl[ + ICyI 
down to ICyI, for all g such that dim gj < dim yi for some i. The only g left is g = q, 
by Lemma 5.2(b), so now retract lAfl+ IB~I -+ ICyI down to la$. To finish the proof, 
we must show that IA$I is contractible. Now AT is the category of flags with support 
in ning( y), and its realization has a deformation retraction to the subcategory of 
flags whose support is exactly ning(y). This has a final object, the singleton flag 
Ining(y)l, and is thus contractible. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2.13. The proof is practically word for word the same as the above 
proof. Thus there are spaces D,,, and maps F,,m: D,,, + (y,),,,, whose fibres must 
be shown to be contractible. Given y E (r,),, we define categories A?, (BY, Cy 
respectively) whose objects are the inverse images of y in the SK,, (respectively the 
_Kxr r,) and we must prove that the pushout s 
1% + 1% + ICyI 
is contractible. Lemma 5.2 still holds, so the proof concludes just as above. 0 
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